IIoT and Beyond
The future of the plant floor
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What is IIoT?
The Industrial Internet of Things or IIoT is a derivative of IoT, which is an industry term for a network
of devices/sensors/other hardware that are all connected, providing data and helping you to make
better decisions with actionable insights.
Throughout history, we have been part of many ‘industrial revolutions’. We have entered the 4th of
these, preceded by automation systems, mass production, and mechanization. This is also referred to
as Industry 4.0.

Figure 1 – Courtesy Patti Engineering

This is not a new concept, but rather one that has been around for a while. We are now starting to
realize the power of big data, that it can help us make better decisions about our investments and help
us improve the quality of the work we produce.
Over the following pages we will discuss how IIoT, Industry 4.0 structures, and Big Data can improve
your plant, and ultimately put more profit in your pockets.
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How can IIoT systems help my plant?
Metrics & Insights
IIoT is primary focused on delivering metrics, insights, and opportunity back to the data’s owner. In a
plant environment, that means helping make decisions that drive higher margins on your products.
Below are just a few of the many examples of metrics that can be gleaned from big data.
•
•

OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness)
AI / Machine Learning

OEE
OEE is an industry wide metric comprised of 3 KPI’s (Key Performance Indicator’s) that give use a
good idea of how a particular piece of equipment is performing. This can also help us for a baseline
before changes are implemented to see if they improve our equipment effectiveness. Comprised
of availability, performance, and quality

Figure 2 – Courtesy OEE Foundation

We can gather these various quality, performance, and availability metrics from various sensors
and other data points in the various pieces of equipment in our plants. The actual application
of these metrics may vary by type of application and location on the line. Applying an OEE
calculation to every piece of equipment in our plant and charting this out over time will help
determine bottlenecks and show us where to focus investment dollars.
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AI & Machine Learning
Artificial Intelligence and its use in machine learning are becoming two very popular outcomes for
the use of the big data gathered by our IIoT devices. The millions of data points and vast amounts
of data gathered by these devices can often be difficult to interpret without significant time
involved. Enter machine learning through AI.
In machine learning, we can use various algorithms, applied to our data to produce a result set and
pinpoint anomalies, produce trends, and visualize processes.

Figure 3 – Courtesy FullStackFeed

An example here may be spike algorithm applied to a dataset composed of a field of
temperature sensors in your plant. Running an analysis here may show you an area where a
part is receiving unnecessary wear due to these abrupt spikes that could otherwise go
unnoticed.

Preventative / Proactive Dashboards
One of the other pillars of how an IIoT system can help your plant is use of this data and turning it into
actionable events. Without action, we don’t have a use for gathering the data. There are hundreds of
use cases for this data, we have outline two common use cases below.
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• SMS/Email Alerts
• Proactive Parts Orders
SMS / Email Alerts
Imagine if we could be alerted BEFORE a filter became clogged and caused downtime on the line.
Run-to failure scenario’s where parts break down are 100% preventable through proper care and
feeding of your system. Using the correct sensors and data analysis, we can determine when and
if a part will fail.
In our filter example, we can gather feedback from pressure differential sensors, humidity, or other
air quality sensor types to determine whether a filter is working as designed. We could be alerted
via out method of choice when something goes out of tolerance.
This is a great example of using data and making it actionable.
Proactive Parts Orders
Another great way to make the data we are gathering actionable is to mesh it with data from other
systems. What if your batching system could alert you or even automatically order replacement
filters for you when it was time. What if you could be alerted after the runtime period had been
exceeded for a belt or other common wear part.
Using the data gathered from your system in conjunction with your past order history, IIoT systems
can be used to optimize your system in this way. Likewise it can be a great tool for OEM’s to raise
a flag if a customer may be ordering too many replacement parts for a particular area to investigate
as it may be a deeper system issue that is causing parts to wear faster than expected.

How do I get started with IIoT?
If you have never delved into the world of IIoT, big data, and how it can work for you, it can be a
daunting task. Typically there are two ways to approach a project like this if you do not have in house
expertise in this area.
•
•

OEM Partnership
3rd Party Consultants
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OEM Partnership
This can be a great opportunity as OEM’s know their equipment and how it operates very well. With
guidance this is often a great place to start because you can gather OEE metrics at a line level and begin
to work your way up to develop plant level OEE calculations that will drive your business decisions in
the future. Companies like Shick Esteve have developed processes, products, and best practices around
these areas.
As a Rockwell “Participant” level partner, Shick Esteve works directly with Rockwell using Allen Bradley
products bring consistency from an industry standpoint to everything we do in this arena.

Figure 4

One great example of how Shick Esteve and Rockwell products can bring consistency to your plant is
through the use of the Rockwell RAPID AOI for RSLogix. Using this AOI, we can provide OEE for all our
individual pieces of equipment. Other manufacturers to utilize Rockwell can use this same AOI. Since
the data coming from the AOI is consistence it enables customers to feed this data into a higher level
MES or PPM system gain an understanding of what is happening at a plant level. This all starts at the
line though with the ability to branch out and grow up over time.

3rd Party
This party platforms such as Rockwell’s FactoryTalk Analytics also have their place in the IIoT world.
These give customers a simplistic view at plant or machine level metrics as have discussed and can be
great higher level tools to gather metrics from a lower level system or line to feed an MES system. The
obvious downside today is the ability to integrate effectively with OEM’s erp platforms or other data
sources for a holistic, predictive, and preventative view of your plant operations. This is why its usually
best to start at the line level with OEM’s and build your IIoT strategy based off of that.
The graphic below represents a typical automation layer hierarchy with IIoT taking the place of typical
complicated Scada setups.
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Figure 5

The Shick Esteve Cloud
As we began gathering more and more data Shick Esteve saw a need in the market for share this data
we were collecting and help our customers become more proactive with this actionable data for all the
reasons we can discussed above. As we focused on giving our customers greater access to this data
we built our “Shick Esteve Cloud” to consolidate and bring customers their data, reports, intelligence,
and overall view of their equipment in a single pane of glass.
Shick Esteve utilizes a best in class device from another Rockwell Partner, HMS, to gather data from
various sources and send it up to our cloud. This also gives us the ability to have secure remote access
to site if need and is secured by a hardware key for customers who may want to limit access. This
layered security approach and minimal hardware investment is what makes this solution truly unique.
Our specially designed software that resides on the eWon can gather over 100 Million data points per
day and funnel those to our cloud for analysis.
Once in our cloud, again help you begin to take action on this data by enabling you to set up proactive
alerts for thresholds, tag your data and sensors that are important to you, and even build your own
graphs and reports from this data. We also provide a set of these standard as well.
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Figure 6

Additional modules are available for you to see your order history, tracking information, and be able
to cross reference your sensor data with actual historical and potential future orders.
AIM-Safe, and area to manually or automatically back up your AIM Batch Management database or
Shick Esteve PLC code is also available.
We believe having an all in one solution to protect, preserve, and provide you access to your data is
key to our mutual success as partners.
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For Questions about this or any Shick Esteve System or Product, visit us online at
ShickEsteve.com or call us at 816.861.7224
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